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Abstract

Bronchial thermoplasty (BT) is a treatment for moderate-to-severe asthma in which the airway smooth muscle layer is targeted
directly using thermal ablation. Although it has been shown to be safe and effective in long-term follow-up, questions remain
about its mechanism of action, patient selection, and optimization of protocol based on structural phenotype. Using a cohort of
20 subjects who underwent thermoplasty and assessment by computed tomography (CT), we demonstrate that response to BT
can be feasibly predicted based on pretreatment airway dimensions that inform a subject-specific computational model. Analysis
revealed the need for CT assessment at total lung capacity, rather than functional residual capacity, which was less sensitive to
the effects of BT. Final model predictions compared favorably with observed outcomes in terms of airway caliber and asthma
control, suggesting that this approach could form the basis of improved clinical practice.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY Bronchial thermoplasty is a treatment for asthma that targets the airway smooth muscle directly. We
demonstrate the feasibility and constraints of predicting patient-specific response to thermoplasty using a computational model
informed by pretreatment CT scans at different lung volumes. Predictions are compared with functional outcomes and posttreat-
ment CT scans. This has the potential to form the basis for improved clinical practice.

airway hyperresponsiveness; airway smooth muscle; asthma; computational modeling

INTRODUCTION

Bronchial thermoplasty (BT) is a treatment for moderate-
to-severe asthma in which the airway smooth muscle (ASM)
layer is targeted directly using thermal ablation, delivered by
radiofrequency probe and bronchoscope (1–3). BT has been
shown to be safe and effective, with consistent improvements
in patient-reported outcomes (i.e., questionnaire scores) at
follow-up periods as long as 10 years (4). Clinical willingness
to prescribe BT is however limited relative to the vast number
of potential patients with severe or hard-to-treat asthma. The
explanation for underuse is twofold: 1) coincident develop-
ment of monoclonal antibody therapies as an alternative
treatment, which is a clear clinical success story and 2) our
lack of physiological insight into mechanism of action and
appropriate patient selection, which is an outstanding and
pressing question in respiratory research.

Over the past few years there has been mounting and
encouraging evidence supporting real physiological changes
after BT (5–8), which provides opportunity for patient selec-
tion and even customizing protocols based on structural or
functional phenotypes (9, 10). Notably, aggregate airway vol-
ume on CT is increased after BT (11) and we have demon-
strated changes at the individual airway level throughout

the bronchial tree that is accessible by CT (8). We therefore
now have an approach that is sensitive to BT with the poten-
tial for further refinement. Previous CT measurements were
performed at total lung capacity (TLC) which may partially
normalize airway caliber in asthmatic patients. Several stud-
ies (12, 13) have shown that although the capacity to expand
the airway is similar in subjects with and without asthma,
the former does not benefit from the same bronchodilation
on return to functional residual capacity (FRC). Thus, it may
be that resolution of the asthma phenotype after BT could be
better assessed by CT performed at FRC.

The present study builds on the above methodology
and considers the feasibility of examining future patient
response based on pretreatment airway dimensions. First,
we replicated our previous analysis on CT-derived airway
dimensions, this time using scans at FRC and performed
a direct comparison with scans at TLC to establish which
approach is most sensitive to the effects of BT. Based
on the outcome of this analysis, pretreated airway dimen-
sions were used in a patient-specific computational model to
predict individual response to BT, and we compared these
predictions with empirical changes after BT. Findings dem-
onstrate the feasibility of patient-specific predictions to
inform patient selection for BT. A patient-specific strategy
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offers the potential of improved outcomes, compared with
generic or phenotype-level approaches.

METHODS

Human Ethics and Recruitment

Prospective approval to undertake the study was given by
the Peninsula Health Human Research Ethics Committee
and no patient was enrolled without having given informed
consent. Participants (n = 20) were referred for BT from a ter-
tiary hospital severe asthma clinic. To be considered for BT,
patients needed to be using inhaled triple therapy and have
poorly controlled symptomswith frequent oral steroid requir-
ing exacerbations. All participants were also required to meet
the European Respiratory Society/American Thoracic Society
(ERS/ATS) definition of severe asthma, and have excluded al-
ternative respiratory conditions such as COPD or bronchiec-
tasis (14).

Clinical Measurements

For all patients, the following data were recorded: age, sex,
weight, height, asthmamedication usage, asthma exacerbation
history, lung function parameters, and the 5-item asthma con-
trol questionnaire (ACQ) (15). Key clinical outcome parameters
included changes measured at 6 and 12 mo in 1) ACQ, 2) pre-
bronchodilator forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1), 3) short
acting beta-agonist (SABA) usage (measured in puffs/day), 4)
daily maintenance oral corticosteroid (OCS) dose (measured in
mg/day of prednisolone), and 5) the number of oral steroid
requiring exacerbations of asthma reported in the previous
6 mo. Patient assessments were performed by experienced
clinical research nursing and scientific staff, and were con-
ducted independently of the procedural team. Spirometry was
performed using the Jaegar Masterscreen Body (Carefusion,
Hoechberg, Germany) and tests were conducted in the morn-
ing, and having withheld bronchodilators since the previous
evening. The laboratory equipment was calibrated on the
morning of testing and all tests were conducted to ERS/ATS
standards (16). The predicted value equations used were taken
from the Global Lung Initiative (17).

Baseline Characteristics

Participants comprised 7 males, 13 females who were
56.0± 14.3 yr with a body mass index (BMI) 32.9± 7.6 kg/m2.
The mean ACQ score was 3.5±0.9. Seventeen of the 20
patients were being treated with maintenance oral predniso-
lone—group mean dose 15.3 ± 15.3 mg/day. All patients were
using triple inhaler therapy with beclomethasone-equivalent
inhaled steroid dose 1,750±786 mg/day. The frequency of
exacerbations requiring OCS in the 6 mo before BT was
2.8± 2.1.

The mean pre-bronchodilator FEV1 was 44.5 ± 14.0% pre-
dicted, with an average improvement of 15.4± 16.1% after
400 mg salbutamol. Vital capacity was 70.9± 14.9% predicted,
and the forced expiratory ratio was 52.2 ± 12.2%.

Experimental Protocol

CT was conducted at baseline, at a mid-treatment time-
point (see below) and 12 mo after completion of all BT proce-
dures. BT was performed under general anesthesia with

patients routinely observed in hospital overnight postproce-
dure. For the purposes of this study, the scheduling of the
BT procedures was altered in a novel way to achieve one
treated lung (left side) and one untreated lung (right side) at
the mid-treatment timepoint. The left lower lobe was treated
in the first BT session, and then the left upper lobe in the sec-
ond session. CT assessment at the mid-treatment timepoint
was conducted four weeks after completion of BT treatment
to the left lung, and therefore before treatment of the right
lung (which acted as a control). Following the second set of
imaging, the right lower and upper lobes were treated to-
gether in the final BT session, which preceded 12-mo CT
assessment. Consistent with current guidelines, the right
middle lobe was not treated.

CT Imaging and Analysis

Noncontrast CT scanning was performed on a 128-slice
Siemens Definition ASþ scanner with a helical slice thick-
ness of 0.6 mm, rotation time of 0.6 s, detector coverage of
38.4 mm, and tube voltage of 100 kV. Scans were performed
at FRC and TLC in a stable state, pre-bronchodilator, and
before peri-procedural oral steroid administration.

The image analysis process was semi-automatic and per-
formed blind to both patient and treatment condition by the
same operator. The airway tree was segmented from the CT
source data using the tube segmentation framework (18) as
implemented in CustusX v18.04 (19) (SINTEF Digital,
Trondheim, Norway). Centerlines for the segmented airways
were obtained concurrently. The process was almost fully
automatic except for the determination of a segmentation
“seed point” placed manually in the trachea for scans in
which fully automatic segmentation failed. Segmentation of
the airways other than the trachea was not sensitive to seed
point placement, and the tracheal segmentation is not used
in the analysis. After segmentation and centerlining the
analysis process was fully automatic. Segmented volume is
sensitive to changes in detected airway length, but this is
mitigated by the robustness of the segmentation algorithm
(18) and the stability of the segmented airway length (8). In
addition, our analyses are based on cross-sectional area
rather than volume itself, which is less sensitive to detected
length.

Pairs of airway tree segmentations were registered by rigid
transformation using the coherent point drift algorithm (20)
as implemented in Matlab R2020b (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Airway centerlines were transformed according to the same
rigid transformation, and then airways were matched
according to the transformed centerlines. The deviation
between two transformed centerlines was defined to be the 2
norm of the segment difference normalized by the average
segment length. Airway lumen volumes were determined by
assigning points in the segmentation point cloud to the near-
est airway centerline. An example of matched segmentations
is shown in Fig. 1, with pretreatment on the left and post-
treatment on the right; colors indicate matched airways,
whereas black airways are unmatched.

The analysis process was repeated for all scan pairs.
Eighteen patients completed their treatment and hence
each had three scan pairs available for analysis: pre !
mid, mid ! post, and pre ! post; totaling 54 scan pairs.
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Including two additional patients who only reached mid-
treatment, a further two scan pairs were available i.e., 56
pairs in total. Note that because the scans are analyzed in
pairs, the matched airways from one scan pair (e.g., pre !
mid) will not necessarily be the same as the airways
matched in the other pairs (pre! post and mid! post).

Subject-Specific Modeling

We adapted a previously developed mathematical model
of BT (21), but now in a subject-specific context. The compu-
tational geometry was determined from the CT segmentation
out to the segmentation limits, and the lobar surfaces were
also segmented as described in the METHODS. Conducting
airways between the airway segmentation limit and the pe-
riphery were reconstructed algorithmically as described pre-
viously (21, 22). Airway structural properties were generated
using a statistical model fitted to extensive structural airway
data. Themeasurements of these airways, in terms of epithe-
lial basement membrane perimeter, airway wall area, ASM
area and anatomical level, are used to inform a statistical
model of airway structure at each airway order, as analyzed
previously (21).

Within this airway tree structure, we calculate volume,
flow and impedance within intraparenchymal airways.
Multiple independent simulations are then performed, at
varying doses of contractile agonist, and the response in
airway volume and resistance determined. The simula-
tions are then repeated with a 75% reduction in ASMmass,
which has been demonstrated to approximate the effects
of BT (23). A total of 2,880 simulations were performed
across 5 subjects (a subset due to high computational cost)
using 60� Intel Xeon Gold 6126 cores. The 5 subjects were
selected on the basis of their automatic airway segmenta-
tion centerlines being suitable for direct modeling—the
remaining subjects require manual correction. For each
subject, the 2.5% of simulations with the smallest root-
mean-square error of the matched airways between pre-
treatment CT observations and pretreatment model simu-
lations were included in the final analysis. An example
of a pre- and posttreatment simulation pair is shown in

Fig. 2, showing normalized flow in each airway segment
compared between pretreatment (left) and posttreatment
(right). Although this is only a single example, the
observed decrease in ventilation heterogeneity is typical
(21). Sensitivity analyses to the assumed BT ablation per-
centage (23) and other model parameters (24) have been
reported previously.

Statistical Analysis

Matlab R2020b was used for statistical analyses. Normally
distributed data are reported as means ± standard deviation
and a t test was used; nonparametric data are reported as
median (interquartile range) and the sign test was used.
Changes in airway area were analyzed using two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA with lung volume and timepoint
as factors (unbalanced design, type II sum of squares).
Correlation between change in ACQ and change in model
predicted resistance were assessed with Kendall’s s. In all
cases statistical significance was taken at P< 0.05.

RESULTS

Clinical Response to BT

The clinical response to BT of the 18 patients who com-
pleted 12 mo follow up is described in detail in ref. (8).
Significant improvements were observed in ACQ (P = 0.001),
exacerbation frequency (P = 0.020) and use of oral steroids
(P = 0.030), and SABA (P = 0.001). A trend towards improve-
ment in FEV1 (% predicted) did not reach statistical signifi-
cance (P = 0.065).

Analysis of Scans at FRC

Change in matched individual airway area on CT scans
performed at FRC and TLC are shown in Fig. 3. Results in
Fig. 3 are color-coded as left lung (red), right lung (green),
both (gray), with FRC in the lighter tone and TLC in the
darker tone. Figure 3A shows comparison of scans between
pretreatment and mid-treatment timepoints, in which only
the left lung has been treated. Figure 3B shows the scans
comparing mid treatment with post treatment timepoints,
the period in which the right lung is treated (excluding the
right middle lobe). Figure 3C shows the comparison between
pretreatment and posttreatment scans, in which both lungs
are treated. Finally, Fig. 3D shows the combined results for
both sides in the pre-post scan comparisons; here the
changes at TLC are significant (P = 0.019 by one sample t
test) but not at FRC. The results at TLC have been previously
reported (8) but are shown here for direct comparison and
inclusion in a two-way analysis. It is important to note that,
because the scans are matched as pairs, and only a subset of
airways can be matched in each scan pair, there is not a sim-
ple additive relationship between the pre-mid, mid-post and
pre-post scans, because different airways may be matched
for each scan pair; the total number of matched airways in
each case is indicated in Fig. 3.

A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed for
each lung with volume (FRC/TLC) and timepoint (pre !
mid, mid ! post, pre ! post) factors. In the right lung there
was a significant main effect for timepoint (F = 3.4, P =
0.046), no significant main effect for volume (P = 0.55), and

pre-treatment post-treatment

Figure 1. Illustration of airway tree segmentation and matching for a single
subject (No. 5) at TLC. Left: segmentation from pretreatment scan; right:
segmentation from posttreatment scan. Colors indicate matched airways,
whereas black airways are unmatched. TLC, total lung capacity.
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no interaction (P = 0.18). Post hoc assessment indicated sig-
nificant increases in matched airway area only between TLC
pre-mid and TLC mid-post, and TLC pre-mid and TLC pre-
post groups, in concordance with the treatment of the right
lung between themid and post scans.

In the left lung, the two-way repeated-measures ANOVA
indicated no significant main effect for timepoint, volume
or interaction. One possible explanation for the lack of
timepoint effect on the left side is the timing of the mid-
treatment scan at 4 wk after the treatment of the left upper
lobe, at which time the acute effects of treatment may not
have fully resolved (5); if so, then the full treatment effect
is apparent only in the pre ! post timepoint and there is
no fully untreated control timepoint for comparison on
the left side.

Broadly, the above supports the prior conclusion that BT
induces airway dilation of �5%–7% in terms of airway area,
but that CT scans at TLC are more sensitive to these changes
than CT scans at FRC. This sensitivity is likely affected by
the number of airways which can be matched; at TLC the av-
erage is �25 matched airways per scan pair, whereas at FRC,
this falls to 18. On the overall basis of increased diagnostic
sensitivity, the TLC scans are used as the input for the sub-
ject-specific models that follow.

Subject-Specific Modeling

The results of the subject-specific lung models are shown
in Fig. 4 for 5 subjects, aggregated from 2,880 total simula-
tions. The left-hand column shows the posttreatment airway
size for the airways directly measurable with CT; posttreat-
ment model prediction envelopes, based on the pretreat-
ment TLC scans, are shown in the gray boxplots, whereas
corresponding posttreatment CT measurements for the
matched airway are indicated by the red circles. Note that
for reasons of computational cost and availability of histol-
ogy data for calibration, only the left lung is simulated (21).
Here “airway index” is an arbitrary labeling of the matched
airways.

The right-hand column gives the simulated dose-response
curves for each subject, comparing pretreatment (blue) and
posttreatment (red) simulations. Error bars give the standard
deviation. As previously reported in the generic case (i.e.,

not subject-specific) (21), predicted improvements in resist-
ance are negligible at baseline but increase with agonist
stimulation.

All five subjects show strongly significant predictions of
BT-induced improvement in resistance at modest and high
levels of agonist stimulation, and all five subjects were
indeed categorized as BT responders with changes in ACQ
ranging from 1.2 to 3.8 (where 0.5 is the minimum clinically
significant difference). Further, the model predicted changes
in resistance in the left lung at high levels of agonist stimula-
tion correlate significantly (P = 0.03, Kendall’s correlation
coefficient 0.95) with observed subject change in ACQ from
pretreatment to mid-treatment. Recall that only the left lung
is modeled and that the left lung is treated first and is thus
the most relevant comparison. Model predicted resistance
changes do not correlate significantly with the pretreatment
to posttreatment (both lungs treated) change in ACQ at ei-
ther high or low agonist stimulation (P > 0.3), nor pre-mid at
lower levels of agonist stimulation (P = 0.13). However, given
the small sample size these should be treated with appropri-
ate caution.

DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that subject-specific modeling of
BT from pretreatment CT is feasible. The vast majority of
posttreatment CT airway size observations lie within the
prediction envelopes based only on pretreatment and pop-
ulation-level data (see Fig. 4). However, the prediction
range is relatively large, due to the relatively limited data
which can be obtained from the pretreatment CT (24).
ASM area, for example, cannot be measured directly from
CT, even for the largest airways, and thus some input pa-
rameters must be inferred from population-level statistical
models (21). This uncertainty contributes substantially to
the computational time and effort, which at present is a
barrier preventing translation to the clinic. In the current
approach, the large input uncertainty requires very signifi-
cant oversampling (by a factor of 40) to calibrate the pre-
treatment model; by narrowing this uncertainty with
additional pretreatment measurements, both the output
uncertainty and the computational cost will be reduced.

pre-treatment post-treatment

Figure 2. Example pre- and posttreatment simulation pair
(Subject No. 5) in the simulated left lung illustrating the char-
acteristic reduction in ventilation heterogeneity after BT (21).
Color scale shows ventilation normalized to nominal (21).
BT, bronchial thermoplasty.
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At present, the latter requires several months of computa-
tion for each subject-specific prediction, Fn1

1 which is not clin-
ically practicable.

Although these computational constraints could be miti-
gated either by technical improvements to the algorithms
or application of greater computing resources, a better
approach would be to acquire additional pretreatment
data. Pretreatment information such as ASM area acquired
by polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography
(PS-OCT) (25–27) would offer significant improvement in
the predictive accuracy by narrowing the possible range of
pretreatment states, at least in the larger airways (24). The
improved prognostic power afforded by ASM area in turn
reduces the computational cost, which would facilitate a
larger study to demonstrate more robustly the relationship
between model and patient outcomes. For example, the
change in resistance at high agonist doses correlates with
improved (lowered) ACQ, but given the small sample size
this should be treated with appropriate caution before
confirmation in a larger cohort.

Direct analysis of individual airway response from CT
scans at FRC show the same trends as previously demon-
strated at TLC, in which airways dilated by �6%–7% over-
all and as much as 13% in the smallest airway quintile (8),
but here assessed at FRC fail to reach statistical signifi-
cance. As acknowledged in the methods and results,
changes across time (pre ! mid, mid ! post, and pre !
post) will not be cumulative, and should be interpreted
with this methodological limitation in mind. The rationale
for assessing changes after BT using CT scans at FRC was
initially motivated by prior observations that this operat-
ing volume more clearly distinguishes airway abnormal-
ities in patients with asthma compared with control (12,
13). Also, FRC could theoretically be more sensitive to
these changes because of nonlinear compliance differen-
ces (i.e., greater compliance at transmural pressures near
FRC compared with those near full inflation) (28, 29), but
any such advantage appears to be outweighed by differen-
ces in the number of airways segmented. Given that the
imaging resolution is fixed, and all relevant structures are
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Figure 3. Results of matched airway analysis—% change in airway cross-sectional lumen area, means ± SE; †‡Groups differ pairwise by post hoc test fol-
lowing two-way repeated-measures ANOVA on each side, �P < 0.05 by one sample t test. Between pretreatment and mid-treatment assessments (A),
the left lung is treated and the right remains untreated; between mid-treatment and posttreatment (B), the right lung is treated. The pre ! post pair
assessment (C and D) captures treatment of both sides. Results are color-coded as left lung (red), right lung (green), both (gray), with FRC in the lighter
tone and TLC in the darker tone. Data are subject-aggregated, but the total number of matched airways in each case is shown to emphasize that
because scans are analyzed in pairs, the matched airways from one scan pair will not necessarily be the same as the airways matched in the other pairs,
and further that the number of matched airways is greater at TLC than at FRC. FRC, functional residual capacity; TLC, total lung capacity.

1Using substantial computing power (60� Intel Xeon Gold 6126 cores) but relatively unoptimized research MATLAB code.
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smaller at FRC than at TLC, fewer airways can be seg-
mented and thus matched, and as a result the overall sta-
tistical power is reduced. Overall, �28% fewer airways can
be matched at FRC compared with TLC. Comparison on

the basis of the same number of segmented airways is
complicated by the fact that the loss of segmented airways
at FRC is predominately in the smaller airways and so like-
for-like comparison would require cross-volume matching
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Figure 4. Subject-specific simulation results for 5 sub-
jects. Each row is a subject. Left: posttreatment airway
sizes, model predictions (based on pretreatment scans)
in gray boxplots, actual CT measurements as red circles.
Right: model predictions of pre- and posttreatment re-
sistance dose-response curves. �P < 0.01 by nonpara-
metric Mann–Whitney U test.
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(see below). Thus, for the purpose of airway matching
based on volume, TLC appears to be preferred over FRC.

FRC scans could, in principle, be used in conjunction with
TLC scans to assess compliance changes inmatched airways.
In this case, it is not a simple case of matching a single scan
pair, but four scans: FRC pretreatment, TLC pretreatment,
FRC posttreatment, and TLC posttreatment. Not only does
this increase the difficulty by requiring additional matches,
the methodology for FRC-TLC matching is significantly
more challenging. Volume-matched scans (FRC-FRC or TLC-
TLC) can be compared by rigid transformation, essentially
only correcting translation and rotation for position of the
subject within the scanner. FRC-TLC matching, on the other
hand, requires a more challenging deformable registration
(30–32). Obtaining sufficient registration andmatching qual-
ity to facilitate this mixed-volume analysis remains an area
for future work. FRC scans could also be used in conjunction
with TLC scans for other analyses such as measures of lung
deformation, or to make a more direct comparison of vol-
ume-sensitivity in BT response by controlling for the num-
ber and size of the segmented airways (as above).

The implication of this research is that once a properly
informed prognostic model is developed, patients can be
screened as to their suitability for BT. CT scans at TLC are al-
ready performed before procedure to exclude a diagnosis of
bronchiectasis (33), providing an opportunity to simultane-
ously quantify airway dimensions and therefore to assess the
potential therapeutic benefit of BT. In the event that predic-
tive modeling does not identify a likely benefit of BT,
patients could be prevented from undergoing an invasive
procedure that carries high short-term costs. Additional CT
scans at FRC are an additional radiation burden beyond
standard practice, which are not currently justified based on
this analysis but may be useful in other ways (see above).

In conclusion, although scans at FRC theoretically offer
additional information, for these purposes those at TLC both
demonstrate treatment effects directly and can be used to
inform subject-specific models. These subject-specific mod-
els may be used to offer personalized therapies in future, ei-
ther in terms of patient selection or airway selection.
However, the structural information offered by CT is at the
boundary of feasibility in this regard; additional pretreat-
ment data, potentially from PS-OCT, would enable a sub-
stantial reduction in both prediction uncertainty and
computational cost, both of which would contribute to via-
bility in a clinical setting. The methodology employed here
could also potentially be applied in future to other therapies
which alter airway structure, for example by pharmacologi-
cal means (34).
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